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Values Based Leadership is delighted to announce
its partnership with The Performance Coach to
deliver coach training courses in Singapore from
November 2014.

Leadership Interview with
Sawanee Areephan
In the summer of 2013 I visited Thailand, staying at a
Starwood resort. The resort and the people who
worked there delivered a great product with a very
high standard of service. I was eager to find out how
they achieved this high standard and in particular the
role that leadership and values played in delivering
such a successful culture and I was fortunate enough
to have the opportunity to interview Sawanee
Areephan following my stay at the resort. Sawanee
Areephan is a senior leader
within Starwood Hotels and Resorts and currently the Hotel
Manager at W Bangkok. When I
met her as the Hotel Manager at
The Naka Island, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa, Phuket, she
was responsible for managing
up to 250 people who work for
the resort and has been with
Starwood since 1997 having
previously worked for Dusit Hotels & Resorts. I asked her to
share her thoughts on leadership, working as a senior
female leader in Asia and her thoughts about working
successfully in a multi-cultural global organisation.

“I aim to give my team a clear
direction and spend time
communicating to engage them in
the vision that I have for the resort.
My leadership values are also a
critical element in the successful
delivery of this vision. ”
What are your values and how do you apply them
to your leadership style and approach?
I aim to give my team a clear direction and spend time
communicating to engage them in the vision that I
have for the resort. My leadership values are also a
critical element in the successful delivery of this vision;
The first value is passion. For me, this is about exceeding guest’s expectations and passing on that culture and passion to the team so that it is reflected in
their own behaviours.

Another one of my values is happiness. It’s important
to show happiness because if you are unhappy you
cannot do your job as well as when you are happy.

“Respect, as another value, is about
taking the opinion of others and
encouraging their input. This is part
of the way that I build a relationship
with those that I lead. It helps me
build a relationship based on trust,
respect and confidence in my
leadership. ”
Respect, as another value, is about taking the opinion
of others and encouraging their input. This is part of
the way that I build a relationship with those that I
lead. It helps me build a relationship based on trust,
respect and confidence in my leadership.

“I can work hard to develop my
People and ensure that the culture
that I have helped to develop at the
resort is self-sustaining. In turn this
helps me to deliver on my value of
Success.”
This respect for my team means I can work hard to
develop my People and ensure that the culture that I
have helped to develop at the resort is self-sustaining.
In turn this helps me to deliver on my value of Success. I engage further in the value of success by asking
my team members to think about the resort as their
own business and to care for the culture, their colleagues and the clients.
In addition to my values, I understand that, as a senior
leader, I am also a role model to those I lead. I always
try to role model my values and the behaviours that I
expect of others because I believe that this is the most
powerful way to engage my people.
As a successful senior Asian leader what thoughts
would you like to share with other leaders working in multi-cultural global organisations?
For me, having cultural agility is a key leadership skill
so my leadership style flexes with the different cul-

tures. You need to learn about the different cultures
that you are working in and what is important to them
especially if you are an ex-pat.

“I always try to role model my values
and the behaviours that I expect of
others because I believe that this is
the most powerful way to engage my
people. ”
Aside from leading other cultures effectively, I would
say to other senior Asian leaders that it is important to
know and understand the business that you are working in and what is important in that culture. Working
for Starwood, for example, I appreciated that the organisation is very structured but also gives people the
opportunity to be creative in their leadership role so
that Starwood can get ahead of the competition.
There is also a good values connection for me with the
Starwood organisation and this adds to my own personal inspiration to perform for the organisation on a
daily basis.

“Male or female distinctions are
irrelevant. My focus is on behaving
in a way that enables people to
believe in me as a leader and to be
there for them. In doing so I hope to
help them to believe that there is
nothing that we cannot achieve
together.”
What is your experience of being a female leader
in Asia?
My view is that the world is changing and in my experience, the quality of work is the most important thing,
so male or female distinctions are irrelevant. My focus
is on behaving in a way that enables
people to believe in me as a leader
and to be there for them. In doing so
I hope to help them to believe that
there is nothing that we cannot
achieve together.
I work a lot on developing my internal confidence and my perception of
what is possible in my role. Having
this
self-awareness
and
selfmanagement helps me to be comfortable in my leadership role and to explore what is
John Frost
possible. It helps instil self-belief in my capabili-

ties and has opened up a different world of possibilities. This leadership journey has taught me that I have
something to offer, something to give back to other
female leaders in Asia. I hope to help them to learn by
being a role model and, wherever possible, to encourage my female colleagues to believe in themselves.

Sawanee Areephan,
Senior Leader Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Interviewed By John Frost,
Managing Director of Values Based Leadership

Book Review
Daring Greatly: How the Courage to Be
Vulnerable Transforms the Way We
Live, Love, Parent and Lead
by Brene Brown
In 2010 Brene Brown gave a Ted Talk called ‘The Power
of Vulnerability’. The video of this talk has now been
watched online more than 16 million times. Daring
Greatly came after the TED Talk and builds on more than
a decade of research Brene has done into shame, vulnerability and honesty. She believes wholehearted living and
the power to dare greatly in all aspects of our lives,
comes from dealing with our vulnerability, our shame
and the ability to have honest conversations. She highlights that our sense of vulnerability can ultimately stop us being
creative, being innovative and developing the resilience often needed to make changes in our organisations.
I found this book both refreshing
and challenging. It really got me
thinking about how much of my
own behaviours are driven by my
own vulnerability. The most interesting part of the book, for me, was the final chapters
where Brene goes into detail about how shame negatively affects our cultures and how the power of leadership
can break this cycle. I particularly liked the four strategies presented in the book for developing a shame resistant organisation. Each of these strategies relies on
leaders to ‘dare greatly’ by being constructive, engaging
and willing to have the honest conversations that are so
important in creating positive cultures.
The link to the video ‘The Power of Vulnerability’ can be
found in the video section of this issue of Voice. I recommend watching the video to see if it resonates with you
and then have a read of the book – it’s well worth it.

Reviewed by Karen Frost
Director of Operations at Values Based Leadership
Publisher: Portfolio Penguin

Why Great Leaders Laugh
By Cameron Morrissey
"There is little success where there is little laughter."
~Andrew Carnegie
“A well-developed sense of humour is the pole that adds
balance to your steps as you walk the tightrope of life.”
~William Arthur Ward
In our day to day work life we are constantly beset by
troubles and challenges. If we are not too careful our job
becomes serious at best, and tedious at worst. It is for
this reason that every great leader has the ability to use
humour at correct moments to get more out of their
team. This can come to pass by laughing at our own mistakes, making light of the troubles we face, or simply
sharing humourous stories from the weekend.

“If we are not too careful our job
becomes serious at best, and tedious
at worst. It is for this reason that
every great leader has the ability to
use humour at correct moments to
get more out of their team. ”
As Leaders we have the ability and responsibility to
shape our departments and organisations at any time. I
can think of no better time to insert humour than when
things get stressful, but it is welcome by your team at
any time. And beyond blowing off steam, there are a
number of very constructive reasons to let a little humour into your department:
 Approachability – By engaging with your staff in a
lighthearted way, you increase your approachability
which is necessary for you to be up to date on challenges and successes in the department.
 Creativity – Humour breaks up the monotony and
gets our minds out of the rut we find ourselves in
when doing our daily tasks. It is these breaks in thinking that often lead to new ideas and solutions.
 Reduces Stress – It’s hard to be stressed out when
you’re laughing, and stress in the workplace is no good
for morale, health or teamwork.
 Increases Productivity – If you’re having fun at work,
your tasks tend to flow quicker and with more precision. As a leader, you’re also apt to have less turnover
if your staff is enjoying themselves.
One thing that I have instituted recently in an effort to
insert a little humour into the day is a daily joke (a clean

joke) that I e-mail to the staff in the middle of the day. I
think sending it in the middle of the day is
the best way to get the most out of the
points listed above. This direct approach
works well for my team, for others it may be
just as much about displaying a humourous
demeanor at the right time.
Regardless of the approach you take, I hope
you will seriously consider the importance
of at least a little laughter in the workplace, I
know you’ll find it beneficial.

By Cameron Morrissey
Author of The Manager’s Diary and The 7Deadly Sins
of Leadership

Book Review
Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull
Together and Others Don’t
by Simon Sinek
In this new book, Simon Sinek dissects the art of leadership and in particular the impact that a values-based approach to leadership can have on culture and organisational performance. His central idea is that people perform best when leaders create a
Circle of Safety for their people.
He explores why so many companies and leaders have difficulty creating that circle as well as
citing some extraordinary examples of organisations that do
it successfully.
As Sinek has done for his previous books, he cites the biology
of leadership behaviour to support his ideas. He also offers
insightful and moving examples of extraordinary performance happening in a culture which encourages innovation and excellence.
I really enjoyed this book and once again I think Sinek
has offered us some key insights into how we as leaders
can create organisations where people want to work and
perform.

Reviewed by John Frost
Managing Director at Values Based Leadership
Publisher: Portfolio Penguin

Mentoring Future Leaders
It has been widely acknowledged that one of the biggest leadership challenges of our time is to develop
future talent – the leaders of tomorrow. Organisations
are starting to recognise, accept and address this issue,
as shown in the recent CIPD Learning and Development 2014 Report (April 2014), where one of the most
common objectives of the talent management activities identified was to develop high-potential employees and grow future leaders. Mentoring ranked within
the top three talent management activities that organisations had found to be most effective in developing
and retaining talent.

“Mentoring ranked within the top
three talent management activities
that organisations had found to be
most effective in developing and
retaining talent. .”

Name: Piet Daenen
Organisation: Rolls-Royce
Position: Senior Vice President, Marine Operations Asia
‘What advice would you
give to your 22 year old
self?’
You can never invest
enough time in understanding & improving selfawareness and how you
lead yourself - this investment will pay dividends in
how effectively you lead
others. At the core of your
leadership, ensure you have a clear set of behavioural
values that you do not compromise for anyone.
Name: Chris Hanvey

In our experience, mentoring can be particularly effective when young leaders are paired with experienced
senior leaders. These senior leaders are ideally
sourced from within the same organisation so that the
advice and guidance they provide draws on their
knowledge, expertise, network and leadership skills.
An added benefit is that mentoring connects all levels
of employees and the development opportunity, for
both the mentor and mentee, encourages them to engage with the organisation. This improves morale and
productivity and helps to retain talented employees at
all levels.

“An added benefit is that mentoring
connects all levels of employees and
the development opportunity, for
both the mentor and mentee,
encourages them to engage with the
organisation. This improves morale
and productivity and helps to retain
talented employees at all levels.”
So, in the interest of encouraging a mentoring culture
for young leaders, particularly those just beginning
their careers, we asked five senior leaders;
‘What advice would you give to your 22 year old
self?’

Organisation: Royal College
of Paediatrics and Child
Health
Position: CEO
‘What advice would you
give to your 22 year old
self?’
Above all enjoy life. Take
risks and experiment, you can afford to do so. Show
humility and remember that wisdom is only gained by
experience. If you want to become a good leader know
yourself and, difficult though it is, listen to advice. This
is the currency that helps buy success.
Name: Sukhi Clark
Organisation: Jaguar Land
Rover
Position: Special Operations
Planning Manager
‘What advice would you
give to your 22 year old
self?’
Don't be frightened to dream big, allow yourself to
make mistakes & learn from them, take up space and
offer your thoughts & opinions in a constructive &
helpful way, always enjoy what you are doing and just
remember to be yourself.

Name: Tetsuji Suzuki

Name: Sonia Belfield

Organisation: Mitsubishi
Rayon Co. Ltd

Organisation: Muller
Wiseman Dairies

Position: Corporate
Planning Division, Group
Leader

Position: HR Director
‘What advice would you
give to your 22 year old
self?’

‘What advice would you
give to your 22 year old
self?’
Developing career and life is like developing a trusted
brand. You are always surrounded by friends and people and you have to be honest and genuine with them.
It may take years and years to be recognised, but if you
follow your faith and passion, they will ensure you are
reliable and respectful.

Stand back and appreciate
that sometimes you can’t control everything, and focus
on the here and now and not on what maybe or has
been. Calmness brings a sense of control. I only wish
I’d known that back then.

By Stephanie Small
Values Based Leadership

Our Favourite Videos
Brene Brown – the power of vulnerability
Emma Watson - UN Speech

Final Thoughts
أداب المرء خير من ذهبه
“A person's ethics are better than his gold”
- Arabic Proverb
“A leader is best when people barely know he exists, when his work is done, his aim
fulfilled, they will say: we did it ourselves.”
- Lao Tzu
“If your actions create a legacy that inspires others to dream more, learn more, do more
and become more, then, you are an excellent leader.”
- Dolly Parton
“True leadership stems from individuality that is honestly and sometimes imperfectly
expressed…. Leaders should strive for authenticity over perfection. “
- Sheryl Sandberg
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